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About This Game

About Mafia II

Vito Scaletta has started to make a name for himself on the streets of Empire Bay as someone who can be trusted to get a job
done. Together with his buddy Joe, he is working to prove himself to the Mafia, quickly escalating up the family ladder with

crimes of larger reward, status and consequence… the life as a wise guy isn’t quite as untouchable as it seems.

Action-Packed Gameplay:

Intense gunplay, white-knuckle car chases and visceral hand-to-hand combat —it will take all that and more to become a “made
man”.

Epic Gangster Story:

Inspired by iconic mafia drama, the compelling characters and cinematic presentation will pull players into the allure and
impossible escape of life in the Mafia.

Immersive World and Period:
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Enter the world of Empire Bay - World War II is raging in Europe and the architecture, cars, music and clothing all echo the
period in stunning detail. As time passes, hot rod cars, 50s fashion and some of the era’s best music reflect the birth of a cool

new era.

Illusion Engine™:

2K Czech’s proprietary Illusion Engine, allows gamers to explore Empire Bay’s 10 square miles of beautifully rendered outdoor
environments and intricately designed interiors.

Soundtrack Reflects the Mood of the Era:

Players will be immersed in the Golden Era of America as Mafia II features tracks from some of the era’s most influential
artists.
[/list]
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Title: Mafia II
Genre: Action
Developer:
2K Czech, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
2K, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Mafia
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or later) / Windows Vista / Windows 7

Processor: Pentium D 3Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 3600+ (Dual core) or higher

RAM: 1.5 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: nVidia GeForce 8600 / ATI HD2600 Pro or better

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Peripherals: Keyboard and mouse or Windows compatible gamepad

Other Requirements: Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game)include nVidia PhysX_drivers 10.04.02_9.10.0522and nVidia GPU drivers 197.13 or latest,
Steam Client and Microsoft DirectX.

English,French,German,Italian,Czech,Polish,Russian
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So, if you're a horror collector, this one isn't the worst or anything. It's a bad game, but I didn't find it dull. Some of the sound
design was alright, but it's a short experience that doesn't use its cheap qualities well, has a few bugs, and turns out more silly
than effective. It re-uses the same puzzle multiple times (and is the only puzzle in the game), there's maybe two encounters with
anything threatning, and most of it is just walking around bland-looking environments while spooky sounds happen and you
collect things. Still, could of been worse, found myself amused, and for $2 you could do a lot worse, even in the first-person
indie horror game scene. Not recommended if you want a good game, and thus why I don't recommend it (much better
alternatives), but in the end not offensively bad or anything, more... Silly-bad. Grammar and spelling mistakes up the wazoo, the
whole game is about a cursed mirror and you never see the mirror... I don't strongly dislike it, it's not good, and I guess if you
really want to experience it, then go for it. Just go in with the expectation that this isn't a good game, and you may have a little
dumb fun with it.. It's Dungeon of the Endless but with even more stuff.

Literally reason enough to buy it.. i ame amazed by the music, the story, and the caracters, well done, i recommend this game to
play, and for that money, dont even consider to NOT play it. well done developers,!. BRING BACK MY MONEY ITS FREE
NOW!!!!!!!!!!! WHY YOU MAKE THIS FREE WHYYYYYYYYYY BRING BACK MY MONEY NOW I NEED
REFUND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Overall the models and stuff like that are pretty neat. The weapons are cool as well. But i would
not reccomend this if you wanted to play gae with dragons. The manta rey is extremely unbalanced in my opinion. Being able to
simply turn faster than everything else, rendering itself impossable to hit. Playing any other dragon is not really an option, for
you will get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by the Rey. I cam looking for game called time of dragons to be
able to play as dragons. It should most likely be renamed Time of Manta Reys.
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I played the game for a hour and it's rage inducing, Money's hard to get, rep is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to get,
overall an unfair game that has no fun factor. If you do not get the Black Prince when you purchase it there is a quite simple fix.
Login to War Thunder with the Steam Login function and it will appear after you exit the game and re-log with the Steam Login
function.. I loved it! However, I couldn't figure out how to shut off the cylinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. That a
great game guys, i was a bit lost for start, time to get to know the cards. But after all if you take a little time to play and learn on
the way is a good game to spend time on. I definitly recommand this game to all people who like cards games. I m curious to see
the chapter2 as i would like to keeping the adventure futher.
enjoy..... This game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. If you get easily salty cos of bad game mechanics then you shouldn't
play this game.
In general I'd suggest everyone to play this game with a walkthrough of it, so everytime when you get stuck you can check the
walkthrough and progress further in the game. I play a lot of detective games and I got stuck a lot of times in this game, cos
sometimes you literally have to find a bunch of hair somewhere which you can super easily overlook.
And if you reach the point in the game where you have to sneak past a guard and the guard dog: SAVE IMMEDIATELY!
Because if you fail to sneak past them, the investigation is over and you have to re-load a save. Since this game does not have
autosave, it has happened to me that I forgot to save for quite a while, got caught by the guards and lost progress of almost an
hour.
And if you reach the point where you're in a forest which is kind of like a maze: SAVE IMMEDIATELY AGAIN! Because the
same thing will happen again if you fail this mission.

Some of the puzzles did not make any sense to me, even with the help of the walkthrough. And the story can get super confusing
at one point cos it's connected with so many side stories and I gotta admit that I lost track of what was happening halfway
through the game. Still played it until the end cos I wanted to know who the murderer was.

All in all the game wasn't bad. Some mechanics were weird, some puzzles didn't make sense and the story is confusing but it still
was an experience and fun to play through it. I'd say buy it when it's on sale so you won't regret spending the whole amount on it
(let's be honest, the price is too high).
You can finish it within 8-10 hours.
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